Prayer to Be Reborn in Dewachen

E MA Ho / NGO TSAR SANG GYE NANG WA TA YE DANG /
E Ma Ho

Marv'lous Buddha Making Boundless Light,

YE SU JO WO TUK JE CHEN PO DANG /
Lord of Great Compassion2 on your right,

YÖN DU SEM PA TU CHEN TOP NAM LA /
on your left the Satva with Great Power,3

countless buddhas,

PAK ME KOR GYI KOR /
bodhisatvas 'round.

DE KYI NGO TSAR PAK TU ME PA YI /
There is marv'lous countless happiness

DE WA CHEN ZHE JA WAY ZHING KAM DER /
in the pure land that's called Dewachen.

Then when I and others pass, may we swiftly cut off all the other births.

Amitabha's face. Now I chant this aspiration prayer. Bodhisattvas, buddhas on ten sides,

bless us-to gain this free of obstacles.
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